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elevation there followed one of general subsidence, and first 
Jamaica, then Cuba, and afterwards Haiti and Puerto Rico 
were separated. The connection between the Antilles and the 
mainland was broken, and the Bahama region, if it had been 
previously elevated above the sea, was submerged, the sub
sidence continuing until only the summits of the mountains of 
the four Greater Autillean islands remained above the watel". 
Then followed another period of elevation, which has lasted no 
doubt until the present time, and the. large areas of lime
stone uncovered (of Miocene, Pliocene, and post-Pliocene age) 
in the Greater Antilles have furnished an admirable field for 
the development of the groups of land snails that survived on 
the summits of the islands. The Bahamas and the Lesser 
Antilles were subsequently raised above the surface, and have 
been colonised by forms chiefly drifted in the former case from 
Cuba and Haiti, and in the latter case from South America, 
while a few stragglers have been carried by sea no doubt from 
the Greater Antilles, and have settled on the more northern of 
the Windward Islands. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDl!CA TJONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

A DEPUTATION from the Association of Head Masters of 
Higher-Grade and Organised Science Schools was received on 
Thursday last, by Mr. Acland, at the offices of the Science an dArt 
Department; Major-General Sir John Donnelly being present 
at the interview. The deputation was the outcome of a very 
large and representative meeting of the association, held at 
Derby, to consider the new rules for organi>ed science schools 
lately issued by the Department. The importance of the new 
regulations lies in the fact that under them a system of >econdary 
schools will be inaugurated and carried on under the control 
of, and supported to a great extent by, the Science and Art 
Department. The organi>ed science schools at present in 
existence include nearly all the more important higher-grade 
schools, the day schools of technical institutions, and a con
siderable number of grammar schools. The principal changes 
proposed in the new rules are the partial substitution of 
inspection for examination, the introduction of special courses 
of instruction for women students, the inclusion of a fair 
proportion of literary work in the curriculum, and the addition 
to i: of pra.ctical work in physics and biology. A long dis
cussiOn, lastmg over two hours, took place, at the end of which 
Mr. Acland stated that he hoped to be able to meet the wishes 
of deputation with regard to many of the points raised, and 
promtsed, at the end of a week or ten days, to make a definite 
statement of the alterations the Department would be prepared 
to make. 

GEOMETRICAL Drawing has hitherto befn included in Science 
Subject I. (Practical, Plane, and Solid Geometry) of the Science 
and Art Department. It has just teen decided, however, to 
make Geometrical Drawing a separate subject under the Art 
portion of the Department's Directory; so the syllabus of the 
Elementary Stage of Science Subject I. will in future include 
only plane geometry, solid geometry, and graphic arithmetic. 
The changes will come into force for the session 1895-96. 

THE Senate of Glasgow University have resolved to confer 
the_ degree of Doctor of Laws on the following :-Sir John 
Neilson Cuthbertson; Mr. James G. Fraser, Fellow of Trinity 
College, Cambridge; Mr. W. E. H. Lecky; Mr. David 
Robertson, Millport; Dr. T. E. Thorpe, F.R.S.; Surgeon
Major Lawrence A. Waddell, I. M.S., Bengal. 

THE ninth Session of the Edinburgh Summer Meeting is 
arranged to take place in August. Prof. Geddes and Mr. 
William Sharp lecture in the section of Philosophy, Social 
Science, and Anthropology ; and the prospectus also in clue! es 
the names of M. Demolins, editor of the Science Sociale, of Dr. 
Wenley, Dr. Delius, and others. Under Civics and Hygiene 
are the names of Dr. Dyer, M. Paul Desjardins, M. Elisee 
Reclus, Dr. Irvine, Miss Jane Hay, and Dr. Stephens. Mr. 
Goodchild and Mr. Herbertson undertake the department of 
Geography in its widest sense; while Mr. J. Arthur Thomson 
and Mr. Turnbull have charge of the Biology. There will be 
many other features of interest, including a series of educational 
conferences. 
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THE Professorship of Natural History at the Royal Agricultural 
College, Cirencester, rendered vacant in December last by the 
death of Prof. Harker, has now been filled by the appointment 
of Mr. Theodore T. Groom, late Scholar of St. John's College, 
Cambridge, and Lecturer and Demonstrator at the Yorkshire 
College, Leeds. Mr. Groom at one time occupied the Cam
bridge table at the Zoological Station, Naples, where he success
fully carried out some valuable researche,, the results of which 
were communicated to the Royal Society of London, and 
Jmblished in their Philosophical Transactions. The chair of 
Nat ural History at the College has been filled by a succession of 
very able men, among whom, in addition to Prof. Harker, may 
be mentioned such names as Buckman, McNab, and Thiselton
Dyer. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS. 
American :Journal of Science, March.-The Appalachian 

type of folding in the White Mountain Range of In yo County, 
California, by C. D. Walcott. In the broad pal;;eozoic area 
between the Sierra Nevada on the west and the early paheozoic 
shore-line on the east (Colorado) a period of folding and 
thrust-faulting was followed by a period of vertical faulting, 
which displaced the strata that had been folrled and faulted in 
the preceding epoch. The extent and character of this dis
turbance can only be determined by a careful study of each of 
these mountain ranges for a distance of over five hundred miles 
east and west, and probably one thousand miles north and south. 
-The succession of fossil faunas at Springfield, Missouri, by 
Stuart Weller. The rocks studied are beds of grey limestone 
with lenticular chert concretions, and form part of the 
Mississippian Eeries. The faunas of the lower part of the 
section may be correlated with the Burlington faunas of Iowa, 
and those of the upper part with the Keokuk faunas. The 
whole series of faunas is continuous, and the whole series of 
rocks should be designated by a single name. The term Osage, 
suggested in 1891 by H. S. Williams, is recommended.
Drift boulders between the Mohawk and Susquehanna rivers, 
by A. P. Brigham. The Arch;;ean and the more northern 
Pal::eozoic fragments are strewn over the whole di:trict at all 
altitudes, but diminishing southward in size, and spar<e in 
amount on the highest hills, especially to .the southward, where 
the tops of the ranges are often surprisingly free from trans
ported material. Actual reduction of the general surface 
towards base level doubtless proceeded rapidly during glacial 
time, but even then the process was rapid only in the geological 
sense, and the result a minute fraction of what has been accom
plished since the region became a land surface. 

Bulletin oj tlze American Mathematical Society, vo!. i. 5-
(New York, February 1895.)-0n a certain class of canonical 
fmms, by Mr. R. A. Roberts, is a paper, read before the 
Society at its December meeting, which treats of an interesting 
class of theorems occurring in the consideration of algebraical 
quantics.-" Hayward's Vector Algebra" is a review, by Prof. 
M. Bacher, of the algebra of coplanar vectors and trigono
metry, which deals out praise and its opposite in about equal 
proportiom.-Apolar triangles on a conic is a very interesting 
paper by Prof. F. Morley.-The remaining short notices com. 
prise an instance where a well-known test to prove the sim· 
pl'city of a simple group is insufficient, by G. H. Miller, and 
an account of the Lobachevsky Memorial Volume, 1793-1893. 
Amongst the notes is a bare statement of Prof. Cayley"s death. 
-The usual new publications list concludes the number. 

Symons's ll£onth!y Meteorological Magazine for March con
tains another proof of the severity of the frost in 
February laot, as ohown by the temperature of the earth at 
Camden Square, in the north-west of London. The ther· 
mometer with its bulb one foot btl ow the surface was first read 
on January I, 1871. Prior to 1895, it was never below 32•, and 
only reached that point in 188o. But in February last there 
were twelve consecutive days on which the thermometer was 
below J2°. In country districts, the frost penetrated to a much 
greater depth, and this subj(ct will probably be referred to in a 
future number of the magazine. A cateful observer at Berk· 
hamsted states that the frost there penetrated to a depth of 
1 foot 8 inches. 

Internationa!ts AHhiv fiir Ethnrgtojhie, Band. vii. Heft 
v. and vi. 1894.-Prof. H. H. G;gl:oli, in his "Notes on some 
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remarkable Specimens of Old Peruvian 'Ars Plumaria,' ''gives 
a description of two very fine head-dresses in Ancient Peruvian 
feather-work, which are illustrated by a beautifully executed 
coloured plate. It is as the author points out, "that 
the specimens of old Peruvian 'ars plumaria' unearthed from 
the hundreds of huacas, excavated but too often by vandalic 
treasure-seekers, have not attracted more attention." The best 
specimens of feather-rrosaic were made in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, and the art has new practically died out. 
-Mr. S. H. Ray a! stracts and anoC>lates "Some Notes on the 
Taonese," hy Rev. W. Gray. Mr. Gray has been a mis>ionary 
in Tanna for twelve years, and so he can speak from adequate 
personal know ledge; he gives inf01matioo on dress, circum
cision, rolitical organisation, war, kava, religion, social 
organisation and marriage, the calendar, the winds, and 
language. This is a valuable supplement to Dr. Codrington's 
monograph; the section on religion is of value. Dr. 
H. Ten Kate describes and illustrates a collection of ethno
graphical orjects from the Timor Group. The supplement to 
val. vii. of the .Archiv is an account of theN ang, or the Siamese 
shadow-figures in the Volkerkuode Mmeum in Rerlin, bJ Dr. F. 
W. K. M tiller. A transcription and translation (in Getman) of the 
rhymes of the drama is given, \\hich is a fragment of the Rama
jana. lt is illustrated by eleven plates, eight of \\hich are 
coloured. Vol. viii. ccn mer ces \\ith the conclusion of Dr. Teo 
Kate's parer, which is illustrattd by four plates. This part is of 
more ger era! intereH, as it deals part!} '1\ ith the religion and the 
sacred an 'mals of the Tin:crese and other Indonesians; the 
author agtees with Pleytt>, that the snake cult is indigenous to 
Indonesia, ard is not bc·rrcwed frcm India. There is a 
useful little table of the distril ution of certain object>.-:S. K. 
Kusnflow writes on the death-cult of the (a 
Ural-Altaiic pe0ple on the Volgs, near Kazan). These 
numbers of the Archiv contain the usual valuable notes and 

bibliography. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. 
LONDON 

Royal Society, January 17.-" On Slow Changes in the 
Magnetic cf Iron." By William M. Monley. 

The conclusions to which the observations lead, so far as 
they l>ave gam·, are:-

(1) The effect is not fatigue of the iron caused directly by re
peated m?gnetic reversals-it is not "progressive magnetic 
latigue." 

(2) Neither magnetic nor electric 'action is necessary to its 
production. . . . 

(3) It is a physical change resul!lng from long-contmued 
heating at a very moderate temperature. 

(4) It appears to be greater if pressure is applied during 
heating. 

(5) It is not produced when the iron is not allowed to rise 
more than a few degrees above the ordinary atmosphere. 

(6) It is similar to the effect produced hy hammering, 
rolling, or by heating to redness and cooling quickly. 

(7) The iron returns to its original condition on re-annealing. 
(8) It does not return to its original condition if kept unused 

and at ordinary atmo>pheric temperatures, whether the periods 
of rest are short or long. 

March 7.-" The Action of Heat upon Ethylene, II." By 
Prof. Vivian B. Lewes. 

Fran• the results of the experiments described in the paper it 
is stated that :-

( t) The initial decomposition of ethylene by heat is very rapid, 
and requires but a short flow through a heated containing vessel, 
such prirrary decomposition, however, beirg but slowly com
pleted, owing to secondary reactions, which tend to reform 
ethylene. 

(2) Dilution has but little effect in retarding the decomposi
tion of ethylene, unless it be very large. 

(3) lnc1ease in rate of flow d!mini>hes the am?unt of 
positivn "h' n the heated area 1s small, but raptdly ?•mtm,hes 
in effect as the length of flow through a heated area mcreases. 

(4) The decomposition of ethylene is chit fly cau>ed by radiant 
heat, the 'fl<et of which is very great as compared with the de
composition due to contact with heated surfaces. 

March 21.-" The Cause of Luminosity in the Flames of 
Hydrotarbon Gases." By Prof. Vivian B. Lewes. 
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The facts which appear to be established in this paper are:
(I) That the of hydrocarbon flames is principally 

due to the localisation of the heat of formation of acetylene in 
the carbon and hydrogen produced by its decomposition. 

(2) That such locaii>ation is produced by the rapHity of its 
decorrposition, which varies with the temperature of the flame 
and the degree of dilution of the acetylene. 

(3) That the aver-age temperature of the flame due to 
combustion would not be >ufficient to produce the incandescence 
of the carbon particles within the flame. 

In a paper on the action of heat upon ethylene, brought 
hefore the Royal Society this spring, the author showed that 
the decomposition of ethylene into acetylene and simpler 
hydrocarbons was mainly due to the action of radiant heat, and 
was but little retarded by dilution, whilst he has shown in this 
paper that the acetylene so produced requires a considerable 
increase in temperature to bring about its decompo>ition when 
diluted, and it is possible with these data to give a fairly 
complete description of the actions which endow hydrocarbon 
flames with the power of emitting light. 

When the hydrocarbon gas leaves the jet at which it is being 
burnt, those portions which come in contact with the air are 
consumed and form a wall of flame which surrounds the issuing 
gas. The unrurnt gas in its pa•sage through the lower heated 
area of the flame undergoes a number of chemical changes, 
brought about by the action of radiant heat emitted by the 
flame walls, the principal of which is the conversion of the 
hydrocarbons into acetylene, methane, and hyrlrogen. The 
temperature of the flame quickly ri<es as the distance from the 
jet increases, and a portion of the flame is soon reached at 
which the heat is intense to decompose the acetylene 
with a rapidity almost akin to detonation, and the heat of its 
formation, localiserl by the rapidity of its decompo<ition, raises 
the liberated carbon particles to incandescence, this giving the 
principal part of the luminosity of the flame ; whilst these 
particles, heated by the combustion of the flame gases, still 
continue to glow, until finally themselves consumed, this 
external heating and final combustion adding slightly to the 
light emitted. 

Any unsaturated hydrocarbons which have escaped conversion 
into acetylene betore luminosity commences, and also any 
methane which mav be present on passing into the higher 
temperatures of the luminous zone, become converted there into 
acet}lene, and at once being decomposed to carbon and 
hydrogen, increase the area of the light-giving portion of the 

flame. 
"On the ChanJ!eS in Movement and Sensation produced by 

Hemisection of the Spinal Cord in the Cat." By C. D. 
Marshall. 

"On the Analysis of Voluntary Muscular Movements by 
certain new Instruments." By Dr. W. R. Jack. 

" On the Spark Spectrum of Argon as it appears in the 
Spark Spectrum of Air.'' By Prof. W. N. Hartley, F.R.S. 

Chemical Society, March 7.-Dr. Armstrong, President, 
in the chair.-The following papers were read :-Dimethyl
ketohexameth}lene, by F. S. Kippiog. This substance is a 
colourless oil hailing at 174-176", and is prepared by dis
tilling calcium ac.'·dimethylpimelate wi•h soda-lime.-The use 
of barium thiosulpbate in standardising iodine solution, by 
R. T. Plimpton and J. C. Chorley. Barium thiosulphate, 
Ba S20 3, H 20 is well arlapted for standardising iodine solution, 
inasu.uch as it kteps well, has a high molecular weight, and is 
readily acted on by iodine.-The melting points of racemic 
modifications and of opticaily active isomerides, by F. S. 
Ki pping and W. J. Pope. Dextro-rotatory and racemic 
11'-monobromocamphor melt at the same temperature, and the 
melting point of the one is not depres>ed by the presence of 
the other isomeride; the same is true of the inactive and 
dextro-rotatory ?r-monochlorocamphors.-Phenyl ethers of 
methylene- and ethylene-glycols. Synthesis of c.-methyl
butyrolactone. hy E. Haworth and W. H. Perkin, jun. A 
number of phenyl ethers of methylene- and ethylene-glycol 
have been obtained by the u'e of sodium phenate; c.-methyl· 
butyrolactone has heen synthesised from e• hvlic sodiomethyl
malnnate.-Methylisohutylacetic acid, C 11Mt>2 CH2 CHMe. 
COOH, by W. H Bentley and M. W. Burrows. This acid 
was prepared by the distillation of methylisobu•ylmalonic acid, 
which in turn was synthesised from ethylic sodiomethyl· 
malonate and isobutyl bromide. 
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